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Design  Research 
immerse oneself in 
situation 
 
 explore area of interest 
understand problem by 
posing solutions 
 consider alternative 
constructs & approaches 
 
conceive and develop 
ideas 
  
 frame question(s) 
transform ideas into 
prototypes 
 
 select methods 
try out prototypes 
 
 
 gather data 
evaluate and select 
idea(s) to fully develop 
 
 analyze data and 
interpret results 
develop the design 
 
 
 draw conclusions 
argue for implementation 
 
 
 write report 



























































































































values! natural!world! artificial!world! power!
basic!process! reflection! analysis! synthesis! evaluation!
focus! problem! problem! solution! solution!
outcome! criteria! theories! options! strategies!
discipline! philosophy! science! design! politics!
!
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